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CHALLENGES
Organizations are under tremendous pressure to securely transform their computing 

environments and radically change the way they defend against the most sophisticated 

adversaries and their constantly evolving tactics and techniques. Using legacy technologies 

and relying on single-vendor point solutions to protect against today’s threats expose 

customer data and critical infrastructure to grave risk. Further, there is a lack of skilled in-

house or dedicated resources that are equipped with the necessary cybersecurity training 

and tools to detect modern threats and vulnerabilities plaguing people, organizations and 

governments worldwide.

SOLUTION
Google’s Work Safer program helps protect organizations — which have increasingly remote 

and hybrid workforce environments — against today’s cybersecurity threats. It provides 

access to a range of offerings combining Google Workspace with industry-leading solutions 

from across Google and CrowdStrike. The program is designed to meet the needs of all 

organizations, many of which rely on legacy technology and may not have the in-house 

expertise to fully address the rising security challenges associated with hybrid work.

Google’s Work Safer program provides secure collaboration and communication 

experiences by combining Google services with the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, the 

industry’s only unified solution combining next-gen antivirus (NGAV), endpoint detection 

and response (EDR), cloud workload protection, managed threat hunting, integrated threat 

intelligence and IT hygiene.

KEY BENEFITS

Increased visibility 
and control across the 
enterprise

Accelerated threat 
investigation

Real-time notification 
and remediation

Accelerate your security transformation
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION
Organizations work safer with the CrowdStrike Falcon platform’s endpoint and workload 

protection and Falcon Zero Trust Assessment (ZTA).

ENDPOINT AND WORKLOAD PROTECTION
CrowdStrike has redefined security with the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform 

that protects across endpoints and workloads and enables the people, processes and 

technologies that drive modern enterprise. Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud 

and world-class artificial intelligence (AI), the Falcon platform leverages real-time indicators 

of attack (IOAs), threat intelligence, evolving adversary tradecraft and enriched telemetry 

from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated protection and 

remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities. Purpose-built 

in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform delivers rapid 

and scalable deployment, superior protection and performance, reduced complexity and 

immediate time-to-value.

ZERO TRUST
To streamline the adoption of a Zero Trust framework and strengthen Zero Trust initiatives, 

Google Cloud’s BeyondCorp Enterprise and Google Workspace integrate with Falcon Zero 

Trust Assessment (ZTA), allowing joint customers to create and enforce granular access 

policies to applications using CrowdStrike’s unique risk signals. The integration enables more 

seamless sharing of telemetry and data between the two security platforms, helping maintain 

the highest levels of security across a customer’s entire cloud or hybrid environment.

KEY CAPABILITIES 
The Falcon platform helps customers up-level their breach protection by providing:

   Increased visibility and control: CrowdStrike identifies unprotected and rogue 

systems and monitors which applications and user accounts are being used in the 

environment — all managed from a single console. 

  Accelerated threat investigation: CrowdStrike provides rich contextual telemetry 

to help prioritize and investigate real-time threats. Falcon Complete™, CrowdStrike’s 

24/7 managed endpoint protection service, ensures complete control and 

confidence that your endpoint protection is optimized for best performance and 

protected by CrowdStrike’s seasoned security professionals.

  Dedicated integrations: Google Cloud’s Chronicle security analytics engine 

integrates with the Falcon platform, enabling security teams to more easily analyze 

endpoint and workload telemetry to find and address threats quickly. The integration 

enables teams to correlate petabytes of data from Chronicle with datasets from 

the Falcon platform, empowering them to thoroughly investigate stealthy long-term 

attacks occurring across multiple surfaces and stop new, evolving threats — truly 

transforming their security.
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ABOUT GOOGLE CLOUD
Google Cloud accelerates organizations' ability to digitally transform their business with the 

best infrastructure, platform, industry solutions and expertise. We deliver enterprise-grade 

cloud solutions that leverage Google's cutting-edge technology to help companies operate 

more efficiently and adapt to changing needs, giving customers a foundation for the future. 

Customers in more than 200 countries and territories turn to Google Cloud as their trusted 

partner to solve their most critical business problems.

Google Cloud is a trusted CrowdStrike Cloud Partner, providing integrated solutions with 

CrowdStrike to deliver comprehensive protection to endpoints, cloud workloads and identity. 

Learn more www.crowdstrike.com

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE

CrowdStrike Holdings, Inc.  
(Nasdaq: CRWD), a global 
cybersecurity leader, has redefined 
modern security with the world’s 
most advanced cloud-native 
platform for protecting critical areas 
of enterprise risk — endpoints and 
cloud workloads, identity and data. 

Powered by the CrowdStrike 
Security Cloud, the CrowdStrike 
Falcon® platform leverages  
real-time indicators of attack, threat 
intelligence, evolving adversary 
tradecraft and enriched telemetry 
from across the enterprise to 
deliver hyper-accurate detections, 
automated protection and 
remediation, elite threat hunting 
and prioritized observability of 
vulnerabilities. 

Purpose-built in the cloud with 
a single lightweight-agent 
architecture, the Falcon platform 
enables customers to benefit from 
rapid and scalable deployment, 
superior protection and 
performance, reduced complexity 
and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches. 
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